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Ball for the Youth; Youth for the World!!!! 

 

 

Since December 2019, the entire world has been facing a dreadful, invisible, devastating virus COVID – 

19. 213 countries have been affected in less than 4 months. In Asia, all 48 countries are affected by this 

pandemic.  

This is very difficult moment for the people in the whole world. But for the country like Nepal, it seems 

more difficult, not only because of the risk of virus transmission but also the people, especially the 

laborers, who earn their living through daily wages.  And the lockdown has become a struggle for survival. 

The crisis of COVID 19, as well, affected the entire NYP and its development procedure. All the activities 

are still halted. Children and youth are out of school and out of NYP activities and forced to stay safe.  

During the difficult time, it was our responsibility to be there for the needy ones. We are very much happy 

to have the great back support from Holger Obermann, Franz Beckenbauer Foundation and Foerderverein 

Jay Nepal Youth Programme e.V. making us able to act during this time.  

We think that with positive thoughts, being with and helping each other with emotional and motivational 

attachment, we will surely come back to the normal days where we can act back again on our task and 

concepts for the development. On behalf of NYP, I wish for everyone to stay in good health and generate 

energy to fight against the VIRUS (COVID- 19). 
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This year we could run our program only till March 2020. Due to the Lockdown and 

restrictions for several months and fulfilling the responsibility to act against the Corona 

Virus, we have halted our entire programs from April onwards.   

 

Activities in 2020 

 

Regular football training and workshops on various topics related to the education, life 

skills and youth empowerment were conducted (till March 2020)   

 

1. Early Childhood Development and Youth Empowerment 

Weekly ECD Programs conducted by Miss Prakriti. Children below 10 were guided 

and entertained with various play way methods to develop their skills and capacity.  

 

2. Ball for Fun 

A weekly program “Ball for Fun” conducted. The program was conducted by 

Arbind Shrestha together with Shrijan Nepali. NYP continues collaboration of Ball 

for fun program with Paramount boarding school in Kuleshwor and Mount Radient 

English Boarding School, Gongabu. Early this year, we had conversation two other 

schools located inside the valley for introducing the program. But due to the COVID 

19, could not take further steps. Hopefully, it will be realize in year 2021. 

 

3. Football Training:  

Regular football training for different ages continued. Coach Rajan Nepali and Raju 

Singh Maharjan’s effort and dedication in developing process is to be appreciated. 

We thank Mr. Werner Albert for his great support!  

 

4. Prevention and awareness of COVID 19 (Relief package distribution) 

In August 2020, as we all are suffering from COVID 19, an Angel spread her hand 

through Holger Obermann, Franz Beckenbauer Foundation and Foerderverein Jay 

Nepal Youth Programme e.V. With the dedicated financial support and hearty 

collaboration, we became able to provide relief package of daily essentials and 

prevention kits to the children / youth and their families, beside we could still help 

our partner organization Helpless Children Mother Centre through this package. We 

will always be grateful to this huge relief during the difficult time. 

To continue the initiation of Mr. Holger Obermann, Franz Beckenbauer Foundation 

and Foerderverein Jay Nepal Youth Programme e.V., NYP will dedicate towards its 

responsibility through prevention and awareness of COVID 19 workshops from 

December 2020. The youth will oriented before the program, NYP members/trainers 



will travel in different location for the awareness and sharing the prevention 

measurements through workshops.  
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